
Colin, 
 
Thanks for this. I’ve used the public DSL Check from BT found here: 
https://www.dslchecker.bt.com/adsl/ADSLChecker.Address?URL=&SP_NAME=a%20service%20provi
der&VERSION=35&MS=E&CAP=no&AEA=Y  
 
This tells me that the speeds your quoting are in line with the ranges Openreach model are capable 
on your line. The best technology available currently is ADSL Max which is capable of up to 2Mbps as 
you’ve been told. However, the actual downstream estimated range for your line is between 1 and 
3.5. Your speed will always vary due to traffic management and (I believe I’m right in saying) the 
exchange trying to find the maximum stable rate for your line. 
 
In addition to sub 2Mbps speeds the other bad news is that you are connected to what’s called an 
exchange only line and as such you are not within our current programme. You can check this using 
our website’s map and entering your postcode. 
 
Exchange only lines are very difficult to upgrade, not only are they far more expensive and we simply 
don’t have the funds within the current programme to cover all exchange only lines in the 
programme. Some are also simply impossible to cover with fibre to the premise technology as they 
require private land access that is either far too expensive or the land owner simply won’t grant 
access. For such cases alternative technologies may be required such as advanced WiFi or 
technologies still in labs. 
 
The good news is that we have just been allocated an additional £38 million from central and local 
government to extend superfast coverage to 95% of premises by the end of 2017. This next 5% will 
contain a lot of exchange only lines and as such this funding will be going towards a lot more fibre to 
the premise (rather than fibre to the cabinet) and alternative technologies that are more expensive 
and not suited to the larger target of 90% coverage of the current programme.  
 
The current programme seeks to push fibre to the cabinet as far as practically possible to get best 
value for the tax payer and the greatest overall percentage superfast coverage from current funds by 
the end of 2016. The next stage (funded by the additional £38 million and ending 2017) will be 
tasked with tackling the more challenging technology cases and exploring alternative technologies. 
 
We are currently going through the process of getting refreshed commercial plans for our area 
which will be used to draw up a new intervention area for the final 10% left over from the current 
programme. This proposed intervention area will then need to be cleared through European 
Commission State Aid. Once the European Commission has cleared the areas we can and cannot 
invest in we will then need to procure for a supplier for the contract to deliver on the next 5% of 
premises. Once this is all sorted we will then be able to plan which areas from the final 10% left over 
from our current programme will make up the next 5% of premises (i.e. 50% of the final 10%). I 
would expect this process to take at least a year. 
 
Regards, 
 
Ed Cross  
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